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Abstract
1

Hierarchical clustering (HC) algorithms are generally
limited to small data instances due to their runtime
costs. Here we mitigate this shortcoming and explore
fast HC algorithms based on random projections for single (SLC) and average (ALC) linkage clustering as well
as for the minimum spanning tree problem (MST). We
present a thorough adaptive analysis of our algorithms
that improve prior work from O(N 2 ) by up to a factor of
N/(log N )2 for a dataset of N points in Euclidean space.
The algorithms maintain, with arbitrary high probability, the outcome of hierarchical clustering as well as the
worst-case running-time guarantees. We also present
parameter-free instances of our algorithms.
1 Introduction
Despite the proliferation of clustering algorithms (Kmeans-based, spectral, density-based, statistical), hierarchical clustering (HC) algorithms still are one of the
most commonly used variants. This is attributed to
their parameterless nature and their simplicity of implementation. No cluster parameter is required because
HC builds a nested hierarchy of the clusters formed, often visualized using dendrograms. Dendrograms can be
‘cut’ at any level to form the desired number of clusters.
Many HC algorithms run in Ω(N 2 ) time because all
pairwise distances are computed. This limits their applicability to rather small datasets. Solutions exist that
attempt to mitigate the large runtime by means of approximations, heuristic search, projections, etc. As we
will discuss in depth in the Related Work Section, many
of these algorithms come with several assumptions or
traits that impose certain limitations: complex parameter choices, applicability for specific linkage functions
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(e.g. only for single-linkage clustering), or lack of error
bounds on the approximation quality.
In this work, we investigate how random projections
can be combined with hierarchical clustering to offer
expedient construction of dendrograms with provable
quality guarantees. We exploit the fact that for a
random projection of high-dimensional points onto a
line, close points in the high-dimensional space are
expected to remain closer than points that are far
away from each other. This inherent partitioning into
groups of similar points forms the basis of our clustering
algorithms. Our algorithms leave a small probability
for failure. By performing several projections, this
probability can be made arbitrarily small.
Our work contributes to improving the scalability
of classical clustering algorithms, such as single-linkage
(SLC) and average-linkage (ALC) hierarchical clustering, while offering strict quality guarantees. The key
contributions are as follows:
• The first algorithm for ALC with O(dN B log2 N )
running time for a data-dependent number B.
Both the correctness and running time are guaranteed with probability 1 − 1/N c for an arbitrarily
large constant c. This yields a speedup of up to
N/ log2 N compared with prior work.
• The first parameter-free algorithms computing a
MST, SLC and ALC running in O(dN polylog(N ))
time for a large class of data. Both the correctness
and running time are guaranteed with probability
1 − 1/N c for an arbitrarily large constant c.
• Introduction of a single data property B for adaptive analysis to capture the computational difficulty
of hierarchical clustering.
1.1 Overview Our clustering algorithms consist of
two phases. The first phase is the same for all algorithms and partitions the data into sets of close points.
The algorithm PerturbMultiPartition, described in Section 4, constructs sets of neighboring points by first
perturbing the points given to deal with unfavorable

point arrangements and then partitioning them using
random projections onto randomly chosen lines. The
distances between points on a projected line are scaled
by the same factor for all points in expectation. So,
close points in the high-dimensional space remain close
on the random line and distant points remain distant.
The second phase uses the sets resulting from the partitioning to create clusters efficiently by computing distances only for pairs of points contained in the same set.
Thus, instead of computing the entire distance matrix
of size Ω(N 2 ) for N points, our algorithm generally requires much fewer distance computations. Specifically,
the number of required distance computations depends
on the density of data points as discussed and formalized in Section 5.

tions in computer science and beyond [9], are good examples in which the size of a neighborhood (typically)
grows constantly with distance and our algorithms performs well.

3 Preliminaries
To construct a hierarchical clustering, objects are iteratively merged based on their distance until only one
object group remains. The various HC algorithms basically differ on the distance definition when merging
groups of objects. Single-Linkage clustering (SLC) considers the closest distance between any of the objects in
the groups as the distance between those groups. For
an example, see Figure 1. When all distances between
objects are averaged, we are talking about AverageLinkage clustering (ALC). Interestingly, the Minimum
2 Related Work
Spanning Tree (MST) and the SLC are closely related,
The (asymptotically) fastest algorithms for SLC and as the process involved is the same. To compute an
ALC take O(N 2 ) [15, 14]. For a wide family of metrics, MST, one can iteratively pick the smallest edge e and
O(N 2 log N ) time algorithms exist [5]. In [10] Locality add it to the tree such that no cycles occur. So the
Sensitive Hashing (LSH) was used to speed up SLC. The sequence for the MST problem also yields a SLC.
algorithm runs in O(N · bucketsize) time. However, no
B
guarantees are provided on the clustering quality and,
A
C
Distance
in addition, the algorithm requires the setting of several
(non-trivial) parameters, such as, the bucket size and
the number of hash functions.
D E
Objects
In [8] LSH is used for implementing a heuristic
A
B C D
E
for complete-linkage clustering. The algorithm also requires the setting of several parameters and no guaran- Figure 1: Five points and the corresponding dendrotees regarding the performance or quality of the cluster- gram according to the single linkage criterion.
ing are given. For Euclidean spaces, several MST (SLC)
We use the term whp, i.e., with high probability,
algorithms have been developed for low dimensions,
e.g. [4]. In [12] a dual-tree algorithm for Euclidean to denote probability 1 − 1/N c for an arbitrarily large
spaces is given. From a traditional worst-case perspec- constant c. The constant c (generally) also occurs
tive the algorithm behaves worse than prior work, i.e., as a factor hidden in the big O-notation. To avoid
[4]. However, using adaptive analysis, i.e., introduc- dealing with special cases, all points are assumed to
ing the problem-dependent parameters c, cp , cl , the run have distinct distances, i.e., ∀A, B, P, Q ∈ P holds
time is shown to be O(max{c6 , c2p c2l }c10 · N log N α(N )), D(A, B) 6= D(P, Q).
We often use the following Chernoff bound:
where α(N ) is a slowly growing function in N . The parameters c, cp , cl cover expansion properties. They can
Theorem 3.1. The probability that the number X of
have any value [1, N ].
occurred
independent events Xi ∈ {0, 1}, i.e. X :=
In [17] random projections are used for speeding P
X
,
is
not in [(1 − c0 )E[X], (1 + c1 )E[X]] with c0 ∈
i
up density-based clustering, where N points are proi
jected onto n random lines. The algorithm runs in time ]0, 1] and c1 ∈]0, 1[ can be bounded by p(X ≤2 (1 −
O(n2 · N + N · log N ) and requires several tuning pa- c0 )E[X] ∨ X ≥ (1 + c1 )E[X]) < 2e−E[X]·min(c0 ,c1 ) /3
rameters. In [6], high-dimensional points are projected
to a random five-dimensional space, on which an expec- If an event occurs whp for a point (or edge) it occurs
tation maximization algorithm is run. No analysis is for all whp. The proof uses a standard union bound.
given.
The running time of our algorithm depends on the Theorem 3.2. For nc0 (dependent) events Ei with i ∈
maximal number of points |B(P, r)| within some dis- [0, nc0 − 1] and constant c0 s.t. each event Ei occurs
tance of a point P relative to the overall number of with probability p(Ei ) ≥ 1 − 1/nc1 for c1 > c0 + 2, the
points N . Expander graphs, which have many applica- probability that all events occur is at least 1−1/nc−c0−2 .

^
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Table 1: Notation used in the paper
Symbol
P, T, Q
P, S, C
L
L
S, W; L
D(A, B)
C(P )
ID(P )
CID (Q)
e = {P, T }
HC
HC(P )
M ST
N (P )

Meaning
points in Euclidean space Rd
set of points
randomly chosen line
sequence of lines (L0 , L1 , ...)
set of sets of points; set of sequences of lines
distance, ie. L2 norm ||B − A||2 , for points A, B
cluster, i.e., set of points, containing point P
(arbitrary) unique ID of point P
cluster ID: arbitrary ID of a point P ∈ C(Q)
undirected edge e between points P and T
sequences of edges (e0 , e1 , e2 , ..., eN−2 ) where
ei caused the ith merger of two clusters
all edges e ∈ HC with P adjacent to e, i.e., P ∈ e
minimum spanning tree consisting of N − 1 edges
neighbors of P in the HC (or MST)
i.e.{Q|∃e = {P, Q} ∈ HC}

P0
P1

P2

4 Partitioning of Data
An overview of the whole partitioning process is shown
in Figure 2.
Our goal is to obtain small sets of points which
are close to each other. When doing a single random
projection, in expectation, nearby points remain nearby
and distant points remain distant. Therefore, if we
split the points projected onto the line into two sets
(see Figure 2), we are more likely to separate pairs of
distant points than pairs of close points. By repeating
the splitting procedure recursively, the odds are good
to end up with small sets of close points. Using
multiple partitionings allows us to guarantee, with high
probability, that for a fraction of all sets, each pair of
nearby points will be contained in at least one of the
small sets.
More precisely, we begin by splitting the point set
into smaller sets, which are used for clustering (Partition
algorithm). We create multiple of these partitions by
using different random projections and perturbed points
(PerturbMultiPartition algorithm). Intuitively, if the
projections P · L and Q · L of two points P, Q onto line
L are of similar value then the points should be close.
Thus, they are likely kept together whenever the point
set is divided.
For a single partition, we start with the entire point
set and add noise to the points to deal with worst-case
point arrangements, as shown in Figure 3. Then the
point set is split recursively into two parts until the size
of the point set is below a certain threshold, less than
minP ts. To split the points, the points are projected
onto a random line, and one of the projected points on
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By c0 (c1 ) we denote a constant c0 such that c0 tends
c1 →∞
to 1 if constant c1 tends to infinity, i.e., c0 −−
−−→ 1.
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Figure 2: The points P are first perturbed to yield
points P̂. All points P̂ are projected onto line L1 and
split into two sets Ŝ01 , Ŝ11 ⊆ P̂ at a random projected
“splitting” point. The original perturbed (not the
projected) points in set Ŝ01 ⊆ P̂ are then projected
onto L2 in the same manner to yield sets Ŝ02 , Ŝ12 , and
so on. After the partitioning, the HC algorithm only
computes distances among points within sets of nonperturbed points.
that line is chosen uniformly at random. 2 All points
with a projected value smaller than that of the chosen
point constitute one part and the remainder the other
part. Two consecutive partitionings using random lines
L1 and L2 are illustrated in Figure 2.
A key point is that our algorithms only consider
edges {P, Q} for merging and distance computations
that end up in the same set of size at most minP ts
after a partitioning. For an example, see Figure 6 which
shows three sets and all corresponding edges taken into
account by our algorithms.
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm Partition uses O(log N ) projection lines. It runs in O(dN log N ) time whp.
2 The

random line is given by a vector originating at 0 to a
randomly chosen point on the d-dimensional unit sphere, e.g.
using one of the techniques from [2].
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each recursion the given set Ŝ is split into two sets
Ŝ0 , Ŝ1 . By p(E|Ŝ|/4 ) we denote the probability of event
E
:= min(|Sˆ0 |, |Ŝ1 |) ≥ |Ŝ|/4 that the size of both
|Ŝ|/4

sets is at least 1/4 of the total set. As the splitting point
^
Q·L
Q·L
^
is chosen uniformly at random, we have p(E|Ŝ|/4 ) = 1/2.
P·L
P·L
L
L
Put differently, the probability that a point P is in a set
^
Q
Q
of size at most 3/4 of the overall size |Ŝ| is at least 1/2
for each random line L.
Figure 3: In the left panel it is probable that all points
When projecting onto |Li | = c1 · x lines for some
near P are projected in between edge {P, T }, but none value x, we expect E
|Ŝ|/4 to occur c1 · x/2 times. Using
is projected in between the longer edge {P, Q}. If all Theorem 3.1 the probability that there are fewer than
points (in particular P, T, Q) are perturbed (right panel) c1 · x/4 occurrences is e−c1 ·x/48 . Using x = log N yields
then likely at least a constant fraction of all the points e−c1 ·log N/48 = 1/N c1 /48 and for a suitable constant c1
are projected in between any adjacent edge {P, Q}.
we have N · (3/4)c1 ·log N/4 < 1. Therefore, the number
of recursions until point P is in a set Ŝ of size less than
Algorithm
1 PerturbMultiPartition(points P, minP ts is at most c1 · log N whp. Using Theorem 3.2
minP ts, lper. ) return set of point sets S for this holds for all N points whp. A single projection
i ∈ [0, log N − 1]
takes time O(dN ). Thus, the time to compute |Li | =
i
1: Choose
sequences of random lines L
:= c1 · log N projections is O(dN log N ) whp.
T·L

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

(L0 , L1 , ..., Lc1 log N ) for i ∈ [0, c0 · log N − 1] for
constants c0 , c1 with Lj ∈ Rd being a random vector of
unit length
for i = 1..c0 · log N do
P̂ := {P + RV |P ∈ P, RV = random vector of length
lper. chosen separately for each P } {Perturb points}
Ŵ := result of P artition(P̂, 0, i)
W := {{P ∈ P|P̂ := P + RV ∈ Ŵ}|Ŵ ∈ Ŵ}
S := S ∪ W
end for

Algorithm Partition(points Ŝ, line j, sequence i)
return set of sets Ŝ′
8: if |Ŝ| ≥ minP ts then
9:
Choose P̂ ∈ Ŝ uniformly at random
10:
Ŝ0 := {Q ∈ Ŝ|Q · Lj ≤ P̂ · Lj , Lj ∈ Li }
11:
Ŝ1 := Ŝ \ Ŝ0
12:
P artition(Ŝ0 , j + 1, i)
13:
P artition(Ŝ1 , j + 1, i)
14: else
15:
Ŝ′ := Ŝ′ ∪ {Ŝ}
16: end if

Algorithm PerturbMultiPartitition calls Algorithm
Partition c0 log N times; thus using Theorem 3.2:
Corollary 4.1. Algorithm PerturbMultiPartitition
runs in O(dN (log N )2 ) time whp.
5 Data Properties
We characterize the computational complexity, i.e. the
“difficulty” of the data, by introducing a parameter B
to perform adaptive analysis. The parameter approximates the number of points that are expected to be projected between the two endpoints of an edge contained
in the HC. More precisely, the parameter B(P, c) defines
a set of points that for a point P are within c times the
length of the longest edge el ∈ HC(P ) (see Figure 4).
The intuition is that all points in B(P, c) are so close to
P that they have a “rather large” probability to end up
in the same sets S as P .
Definition 1. B(P, c) := {Q ∈ P|D(P, Q) ≤ c ·
maxe′ ={C,D}∈HC(P ) D(C, D)} for some value c.

For a point P , the number of points within some
distance r increases monotonically with r. In general,
the lengths of the edges vary significantly, i.e., if all
edges are of similar length then it is not possible to
find well-separated clusters. Thus the number of points
|B(P, c)| is expected to be small compared with the
overall number of points N . The parameter B(P, c) for
Proof. For each random line Lj ∈ Li all N points all points P is given by the set B(P, c) of maximum
from the d-dimensional space are projected onto the cardinality: B(P, c) := B(Q, c), s.t. |B(Q, c)| =
random line Lj , which takes time O(dN ). The number maxP ∈P |B(P, c)|.
of random lines required until a point P is in a set
Next we compute the probability that for a random
of size less than minP ts is bounded as follows: In line a point R is projected between P and T although
As each projection partitions a point set into two nonempty point sets until a set is below the threshold size
minP ts, it becomes clear that the algorithm eventually
terminates. In the proof we use the fact that with
constant probability a split creates two sets of a size
that is only a constant fraction of the original set.

Proof. The probability p(P R(P, R, T )) is given by α/π,
where the angle α is between vectors T − R and P − R
(see Figure 5). To maximize α, we can assume that R
is as close to the point (T + P )/2 as possible. As by
Q1
Q2
assumption D(P, T ) ≤ 2 sin(1)D(P, R) and D(P, T ) ≤
P
2 sin(1)D(T, R), we assume that D(P, R) = D(T, R) =
c||P-Q0||
D(P, T )/(2 sin(1)). In other words T, R, P is a triangle
Q0
with two sides of equal length. We have sin(α/2) =
D(P,T )
−1
(2 sin(1)/2) ≤
2·D(P,R) ≤ 2 sin(1)/2. Thus, α/2 ≤ sin
Figure 4: The parameter B(P, c) used in the adaptive 1. Therefore, looking at the series expansion of the
3
analysis is shown for a SLC and a point P together sine function, we get sin(α/2) = (α/2)/1! − (α/2) /3! +
5
i
i+2
with the points N (P ) = {Q0 , Q1 , Q2 } to which there is (α/2) /5! + ... ≥ α/2, as (α/2) /i! ≥ (α/2) /(i + 2)!
D(P,T )
an edge in the SLC from P . Q0 is the point furthest because α/2 ≤ 1. We have sin(α/2) = 2D(P,R) ≥ α/2.
from P . B(P, c) gives the points within a circle of Thus p(P R(P, R, T )) = α/π ≤ D(P,T ) .
πD(P,R)
radius c · ||P − Q0 || from P . The larger |B(P, c)| the
more points are projected onto random line L between 6 Single Linkage Clustering and Minimum
P and Qi . The minimum required size of a set S grows
Spanning Tree
with |B(P, c)| to ensure that the endpoints of the edges
Using
as input the outcome of the previous data{P, Qi } do not get partitioned into distinct sets.
partitioning method, we can compute the SLC or the
MST using Algorithm 2, which we call RP-SLC. Data
it (potentially) is further away from both P and T than points are first partitioned using Algorithm PerturbT is from P multiplied by a constant, i.e. D(P, T )/ ≤ MultiPartition without any perturbation, i.e., with pa2 sin(1) min(D(P, R), D(T, R)), see Figure 5. We show rameter lper. = 0. After the partitioning, each point bethat for the worst-case arrangement of three points comes a cluster. For each set of points S resulting from
P, T, R, the probability depends linearly on the ratio the partitioning, we compute the distances of all pairs in
the set. The union of all distances between any pair of
of the distances D(P, T ) and D(P, R).
points in any of the sets yields the set of all distances D.
For SLC we iteratively merge the two clusters of smallDefinition 2. Let P R(P, R, T ) be the event that for a est distance and update the remaining distances accordrandom line L a point R is projected between points P ingly. Thus, the sequence of ascending distances D
S
and T , i.e., (L·P ≤ L·R ≤ L·T )∨(L·P ≥ L·R ≥ L·T ). forms the basis of merging two clusters. For the smallest (non-considered) distance computed D(P, Q) ∈ DS ,
we check whether both points P, Q belong to distinct
R
clusters.
If so, the clusters are merged. Clusters are
α
merged repeatedly either until only one cluster remains
or all pairs of points for which distances have been computed have been considered. As we do not take all pairwise distances among points P into account but only
distances
among points from sets S ∈ S, it is possible
·
P
T
(T+P)/2
that we end up with more than one cluster. If that is
L
the case, then too small a value has been chosen for
P·L
R·L
parameter minP ts.
T·L

6.1 Analysis of the algorithms
Figure 5: The probability that point R is projected
between T and P is given by the angle α divided by Theorem 6.1. Algorithm
RP-SLC
π.
O(dN log N (minP ts + log N )) time whp.

Theorem 5.1. The
D(P,T )
p(P R(P, R, T ))
≤
πD(P,R)
2 sin(1) min(D(P, R), D(T, R)).

given

probability
D(P, T )
≤

runs

in

The runtime is dominated by the time to project all
points and compute all relevant distances.
Proof. The PerturbMultiPartition algorithm takes time
O(dN log2 N ) (see Corollary 4.1) whp. Computing all

Algorithm 2 RP-SLC(points P, minP ts) return HC
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

HC := ()
S := Result of PerturbMultiPartition(P, minP ts, 0)
for all S ∈ S do
for all pairs P, Q ∈ S do
D := D ∪ D(P, Q) {Compute distances}
end for
end for
DS := Sorted distances D
C := {Cl(P )|Cl(P ) = {P }, P ∈ P} {Initial clusters}
while |C| > 1 ∧ |DS | > 0 do
{P, Q} := {R, T } ∈ S, s.t.
D(R, T ) =
minD(A,B)∈DS D(A, B) {Shortest edge}
DS := DS \ D(P, Q)
if ClID (P ) 6= ClID (Q) then
C := C \ {Cl(P ), Cl(Q)} ∪ (Cl(P ) ∪ Cl(Q)) {Merge
clusters Cl(P ) and Cl(Q)}
HC := HC ∪ {P, Q} {Add edge to HC}
end if
end while

d

pairwise distances for a set S ∈ S with all points P ∈ R
takes time O(d · |S|2 ). A set S is of size |S| < minP ts
and each point P occurs in exactly c0 log N sets S ∈ S
since the Partition algorithm computes disjoint sets Ŝ ∈
Ŝ′ and the PerturbMultiPartition algorithm returns the
(mapped) union of them, i.e. S. The time is maximized
for |S| = minP ts − 1 resulting in |S| = c0 log N ·
N/(minP ts − 1). Therefore, the time for distance
computations is O(d · N · minP ts · log N ). A merger
of clusters Cl(P ) and Cl(Q) takes time proportional to
the size of the smaller cluster, i.e., the time to update
Cl(P ) as well as ClID (P ) for points P in the smaller
cluster. There are at most N − 1 mergers. The running
time is maximal if both merged clusters are of the same
size. Therefore, we have N/2 mergers of clusters of size
1, N/4 of clusters of size 2 and so on.P
Thus all merger
i
operations together require at most
i∈[0,log N −1] 2 ·
P
N/2i+1 = i∈[0,log N −1] N/2 = N/2 log N −1 time. The
maximal number of iterations until all points have been
merged into a single cluster (or all distances DS have
been considered) is given by O(N ·minP ts·log N ). Thus
in total we get: O(dN log2 N )+O(dN ·minP ts·log N ) =
O(dN log N (minP ts + log N ))
Next, we prove in two steps that the computed
SLC is correct, i.e., all relevant distances are taken
into account. We require that both endpoints for
every edge e in the SLC be contained in one of the
computed sets, i.e., the two points are not split. This,
in turn depends on how many points are (expected
to be) projected in between the two endpoints onto a
random line and the maximal number of points in a
set, i.e., minP ts. For a single point, the likelihood

to be projected in between depends on the distances
to the endpoints of the edge. Thus, if there are not
many points within a (short) distance of the endpoints
relative to the maximum size minP ts of a set, the
probability that both endpoints remain in the same
set is large. Theorem 6.2 quantifies this behavior by
stating an upper bound on the number of projection
sequences required such that each edge e of length at
most twice the longest edge el ∈ SLC is contained in a
set S ∈ S (see algorithm PerturbMultiPartition). This
implies that all edges e ∈ SLC are contained in a set S
and thus the HC is correct, see Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 6.2. If |B(P, cB )| ≤ minP ts/cB with cB :=
c1 · log2 (N/minP ts) ≥ 1 for a constant c1 then whp
for each edge e = {P, T } with D(P, T ) ≤ 2D(A, B) and
el = {A, B} ∈ SLC being the longest edge in the SLC,
there exist at least c0 log N ·c4 (c1 ) sets S s.t. e ∈ S ∈ S.
The main idea of the proof is as follows: For two
points P, T , we compute the number of points that are
projected in between the projected points P, T onto a
random line L. We assume that all close points are
projected in between them, but using Theorem 5.1,
only a small fraction of far away points lie in between
them. So, the number of points between them is limited
to nearby points, roughly points B(P, cB ). In conclusion, if the near points are less than (approximately)
B(P, cB ) ≈ minP ts, the points e = {P, T } remain in
the same set S.
Proof. Consider a random line L onto which we project
|S| ≥ minP ts points, which are then split into two
sets. Consider any edge e = {P, T } ∈ S shorter than
twice the length of el . Next, we use that for any point
R ∈ P \ B(P, cB /2) we have by definition of B(P, cB /2)
and cB that min(D(P, R), D(T, R)) ≥ D(P, T ) and
thus Theorem 5.1 applies. Furthermore, we use the
assumption |B(P, cB )| ≤ minP ts/cB :
E[P R(P, P, T )] := E[
+ E[

X

R∈P\
B(P,cB /2)

≤ |B(P, cB /2)| +

X

P R(P, R, T )] = E[

R∈P

X

P R(P, R, T )]

R∈B(P,cB /2)

P R(P, R, T )| min(D(P, R), D(T, R)) ≥ D(P, T )]

|S|
≤ 2|S|/cB
cB

Using Markov’s inequality, the probability that the
√
true value of P R(P, P, T ) is larger than a factor cB of
√
the expectation E[P R(P, P, T )] is bounded by 1/ cB .
Consider Theorem 4.1.
We require at most
O(log N ) projections until |S| ≤ minP ts whp. This
holds for all sequences Li ∈ L whp using Theorem 3.2.

Thus the probability that after at most c2 log N projec- not further partitioned. We face the following trade-off:
√
tions P R(P, P, T ) is larger by a factor of at most cB Choosing the parameter minP ts too large has a negof its expectation is bounded by
ative impact on the running time; setting it too small
may result in an incorrect clustering because of edges
√
√
(1 − 1/cB )c2 log N = (1 − 1/( c1 log N ))c2 log N = 1/ec2 / c1
that are ignored. The goal is therefore to find the small√
est value for minP ts such that the clustering is correct.
Therefore, with probability 1/ec2 / c1 , the following There are two conditions that make it likely that an
event E0 occurs for all sequences Li ∈ L: P R(P, P, T ) ≤ edge in the SLC is not considered:
√
2|S|/ cB . Assume E0 occurred. Then for each edge
(i) The shortest edge e between two clusters found
√
e = {P, T } there are at most 2|S|/ cB projected in any of the sets (computed by algorithm PerturbMulipoints between P and T for a set S. The probability Partition) occurs only in a few sets. In this case, there
p(SP (P, T )) that points P, T end up in different sets is a good chance that there exists an even shorter edge
after a set S is being projected onto line L, i.e. P ∈ S0 e′ that is not present in any set at all. If this edge e′ is
and Q ∈ S1 with S0 ∪ S1 = S is maximized if the in the SLC, it will be missed.
number of points being projected between P and Q
(ii) There are many (nearly) colinear points with
on line L is maximized. If for a single projection all line P to Q as shown in Figure 3. These points are
√
2|S|/ cB points as well as P and T belong to the same likely to be projected between the end points of an edge
√
√
set then p(SP (P, T )) ≤ 2|S|/ cB /|S| = 2/ cB . Define e = {P, T } in the SLC, but unlikely to be projected
i
event E1 |E0 that for all projections L ∈ Li , ∃W ∈ onto the edge e = {P, Q} not in the SLC. Therefore,
W, s.t. P, T ∈ W given that E0 occurred. It holds for the algorithm picks the wrong edge {P, Q} for merging
a suitable constant c1 that
clusters because P and T end up in distinct sets.
To deal with conditions (i) and (ii), we extend the
c2 log N
p(E1 |E0 ) ≥ (1 − p(SP (P, T )))
√
RP-SLC
algorithm. Our parameter-free RP-SLC algo√
= (1 − 2/( c1 log N ))c2 log N ≥ 1/e2c2 / c1
rithm finds the smallest parameter minP ts asymptotiThe probability that E0 and E1 |E0 occur can be cally. Roughly speaking, we partition points and merge
clusters (as for the RP-SLC algorithm), but repeat this
bounded by
process for different parameters minP ts to ensure that
√
no edge in the SLC is missed by the algorithm.
p(E1 |E0 ) · p(E0 ) ≥ 1/e4c2/ c1 = c5 (c1 )
Thus, for |L| = c0 log N sequences of random
projections Li ∈ L for an arbitrary constant c0 using
Theorem 3.1 with probability 1 − ec0 log N ·c5 (c1 ) for a
constant c5 (c1 ), there exist log N c4 (c1 ) sets S ∈ S
containing both end points P and T of an edge e =
{P, T } ∈ SLC, i.e. P, T ∈ S. Using Theorem 3.2, this
holds for all N − 1 edges e ∈ SLC.
Theorem 6.3. When |B(P, c1 log2 (N/minP ts))| ≤
minP ts/(c1 log2 (N/minP ts)), an SLC is computed in
time O(N · minP ts log N (d + log N )) whp.
Note: The term whp refers to both runtime and correctness.
Proof. Because of Theorem 6.2 each edge e ∈ SLC
occurs in multiple sets S ∈ S whp. Thus it is considered
by the computation. The complexity is bounded by
Theorem 6.1.
6.2 Parameter-free RP-SLC algorithm The RPSLC algorithm described in the preceding section requires as input a parameter minP ts. The parameter
states the maximal size of a set of points so that it is

Condition (i): To deal with Condition (i), we make sure
that the currently shortest edge e considered by the
algorithm is frequent, i.e., it occurs in a certain fraction
of all sets. This guarantees that it becomes extremely
unlikely that an even shorter edge e′ exists that does not
occur in any set at all. A frequent edge can be either
between two different clusters or an intercluster edge e′ .
(An intercluster edge e′ is an edge between two points of
the same cluster.) To maintain the merging process, we
require that there be at least one feasible edge for each
point. An edge is feasible if it is frequent and connects
two distinct clusters. If a point P is not adjacent to
a feasible edge, then the longest frequent intercluster
edge e′ adjacent to P has to be longer than the shortest
feasible edge of all points. This ensures that although
there might be shorter edges than e′ adjacent to P , these
shorter edges are almost certainly not shorter than the
currently shortest edge considered by the algorithm.
More formally, an edge {Q, P } is frequent for P if
{Q, P } ∈ S for a fraction cf of all sets S containing
P . An example is shown in Figure 6. To determine
whether an edge is frequent, we compute the number of
times n(P, Q) a pair P, Q of points, i.e. an edge {P, Q},
has occurred in any set S ∈ S. For each point P , we
compute the feasible edges to points Q ∈ F (P ) and

Q
T
Q'
T''

Q''

T'

Figure 6: Consider clusters {Q, Q′ , Q′′ } and {T, T ′, T ′′ }
and sets S0 = {Q, Q′ , T }, S1 = {Q, Q′ , T, T ′ } and
S2 = {Q′′ , Q}. Requiring that an edge is frequent if
it occurs in 2/3 of all sets, i.e. cf = 2/3, we have that
edges {Q′ , Q}, {Q′ , T } and {Q, T } are frequent. {Q′ , Q}
is an intercluster edge, i.e., taken. {Q, T } is feasible, i.e.,
usable for merging.
the taken edges to points Q ∈ T (P ) defined next. An
edge {Q, P } is feasible if it is frequent and Q and P
belong to different clusters. An edge {Q, P } is taken if
it is frequent and Q and P belong to the same cluster.
Thus, the feasible and the taken edges change after
every merger. We require that there be at least one
feasible edge, i.e. |F | > 0 (see Condition 6.2). Every
point P in some set P check (defined below) has to be
adjacent to a feasible or a taken edge. If it is only
adjacent to a taken edge, then the maximal length of
a taken edge must be larger than the shortest feasible
edge of any point:
|F | > 0∧∀P ∈ P check : |F (P )| > 0 ∨

|T (P )| > 0 ∧ max D(P, T ) ≥
T ∈T (P )

(6.2)
min

Q∈P,R∈F (Q)


D(Q, R)

adjacent to point P roughly the same number of points
(or more) are projected. Therefore, if any edge {P, Q}
occurs frequently, i.e., its end points are contained in
many sets, then also {P, T } must occur frequently as
well. Thus, it suffices to raise minP ts until the shortest
adjacent edge {P, Q} adjacent to P that is considered
by the algorithm is frequent. We can do this in the
same manner as for Condition (i), i.e., by ensuring that
Condition 6.2 is satisfied.
It remains to discuss how strongly the points should
be perturbed. To compute a SLC, we iteratively consider (feasible) edges of increasing lengths. Perturbing
the points with a vector of length lper. proportional to
the length of the currently investigated feasible edge is
sufficient to deal with artificial distributions of points as
in Figure 3. Therefore, we have to adapt the length lper.
of the perturbation vector and perturb all points again
and again. More precisely, once the currently shortest
feasible edge e′ is 1/8 of lper. we set lper. to be 1/16
of the length of e′ and recompute the partitioning of
points (using the PerturbMultiPartition algorithm). As
we shall see, in this case (nearly) colinear points close to
a point P are perturbed sufficiently such that they are
somewhat likely to be projected onto any edge e with
P ∈ e and not just onto the shortest edge adjacent to
P.
To show that the algorithm works correctly, we
must prove that before the i-th merger the edge ei =
{T, P } ∈ HC of the SLC also occurs in one of the sets
S considered, i.e. ∃S ∈ S, s.t. {T, P } ∈ S. We prove
that because of the perturbation of points this holds if
Condition 6.2 is satisfied. As our algorithm increments
minP ts until Condition 6.2 is satisfied, to prove this it
suffices to show correctness of the algorithm.

Before the first merger of two clusters, we check
Condition 6.2 for all points, P check = P. After the
i-th merger due to edge ei = {P, Q}, we only consider
points that are contained in a set S containing both P
and Q. If Condition 6.2 is violated, we double minP ts
Lemma 6.1. Before every merger there is a feasible
until (6.2) is fulfilled.
edge, i.e., |F | > 0, and for every point P ∈ P there
exists at least one feasible or at least one taken edge,
Condition (ii): To deal with Condition (ii), points are i.e., |F (P ) ∪ T (P )| > 0.
perturbed, see Figure 3. Controlled perturbations are
used in computational geometry [13]. We share the idea Proof. If there are no feasible edges (|F | = 0) or a point
that the input is modified in a well-defined manner. P ∈ P has neither a feasible nor a taken edge, i.e.
Whereas for controlled perturbations an exact output |F (P )| = |T (P )| = 0, then owing to the while Condition
is computed for a perturbed input, our final outcome (line 15 in Algorithm 3), the algorithm does not merge
is an exact solution for the unperturbed input. Our any cluster but doubles minP ts. For minP ts ≥ N all
perturbation scheme ensures a more equal distribution pairwise distances among all points are considered.
of points and thus avoids the scenario that the number
Next, we define an event XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ that ensures
of points projected onto edge e and e′ adjacent to the
3 that the projection of the (perturbed) shortest edge
same point differs by more than a constant factor.
More precisely, onto any edge {P, Q} adjacent to a {T, P } ∈ SLC onto an edge {P, Q} is of some minimum
point P that is larger than the shortest edge {P, T } length. In turn, this guarantees that any point projected
between P̂ , T̂ is also likely to be projected onto edge
3 It might be possible to do without perturbations using a larger
P̂ , Q̂ (see Figure 3). Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 quantify this.
parameter minP ts and explicitly detecting cases like Figure 3.
This in turn allows us to compute the probability that

Algorithm 3 Parameter-Free RP-SLC(points P) re- to our assumptions, only the perturbation vector Q̂ − Q
contributes to increase the dot product. We get for all
turn HC
1: HC = (), lper. := 0 , minP ts := c0 log N
3 perturbed points: (P̂ − Q̂) · (T̂ − P̂ ) = (P̂ − Q̂ + Q −
2: ∀P, Q ∈ P : n(P, Q) := 0
Q) · (T̂ − P̂ ) = (P̂ − Q) · (T̂ − P̂ ) + (−Q̂ + Q) · (T̂ − P̂ ) =
3: repeat
(−Q̂+Q)·(T̂ − P̂ ) = cos(θ)·|T̂ − P̂ |·|Q− Q̂|. To minimize
4:
S
:=
Result
of |T̂ − P̂ | · |Q − Q̂| we can maximize the angle θ ∈ [0, π/2],
PerturbMultiPartition(P, minP ts, lper. )
i.e. minimize |T̂ − P̂ | and |Q − Q̂|. Since each point is
5:
for all S ∈ S do
perturbed by a vector of length D(T, P )/8 we assume
6:
for all pairs P, Q ∈ S do
that the vector T −P is shortened owing to perturbation
7:
D := D ∪ D(P, Q) {Compute distances}
8:
n(P, Q) := n(P, Q) + 1 {Count occurences of to |T̂ − P̂ | = 7D(T, P )/8. For |Q − Q̂| we use the lower
bound due to the algorithm, i.e. D(T, P )/16. Since
edges}
the perturbation vector is chosen uniformly at random,
9:
end for
any angle θ ∈ [0, π] has the same probability. Thus,
10:
end for
11:
F(P ) := (Q ∈ P|ClID (P ) 6= ClID (Q) ∧ cn(P,Q)
>
c
)
in
particular the probability θ ∈ ([0, π/3] ∪ [2π/3, π]) is
f
0 log N
sorted according to distance to P for constant c1
2/3. For any of the values ([0, π/3] ∪ [2π/3, π]) we have
12:
T (P ) := (Q ∈ P|ClID (P ) = ClID (Q) ∧ cn(P,Q)
> cf ) | cos(θ)| ≥ 0.5. Therefore the length is D(T, P )/32 with
0 log N
sorted according to distance to P
probability 2/3.
check
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

P
:= P
C := {Cl(P )|Cl(P ) = {P }, P ∈ P} {Initial clusters}
while
|C|
>
1∧
Condition 6.2
∧ minD(A,B)∈F D(A, B)/8 ≥ lper. do
(P, Q) := shortest edge e ∈ D
if ClID (P ) 6= ClID (Q) then
C := C\{Cl(P ), Cl(Q)}∪(Cl(P )∪Cl(Q)) {Merge
clusters Cl(P ) and Cl(Q)}
P check := F(P ) ∪ F(Q)
HC := HC ∪ {P, Q}
end if
end while
if not Condition 6.2 then minP ts := 2minP ts
end
lper. := minD(A,B)∈F D(A, B)/16
until |C| = 1

the endpoints T, P of the edge {T, P } are split for a
projection relative to the probability that the endpoints
P, Q of the edge {P, Q} are split (Lemma 6.4).
Let event XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ be the event that |(P̂ − Q̂) · (T̂ −

P̂ )| ≥ D(T, P )/32 given D(P, Q) ≥ D(P, T ).

Lemma 6.2. The probability of event XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ is 2/3.
The proof uses a worst-case arrangement of points
P, Q, T before perturbation.
Proof. We use a worst-case arrangement of points
P, Q, T before perturbation to compute a bound on the
probability. To minimize the dot product |(P̂ − Q̂)·(T̂ −
P̂ )|, we assume that the unperturbed points form a right
triangle, i.e. the dot product (P − Q) · (T − P ) = 0. Any
non-zero angle only increases the dot product of the perturbed points, since it introduces a bias. With the same
reasoning we assume that even after the perturbation of
P and T , the points P and T form a rectangular triangle, i.e. the dot product (P̂ − Q) · (T̂ − P̂ ) = 0. Due

,
we
have
Lemma 6.3. Given
XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂
p(P R(P̂ , R̂, Q̂))/p(P R(P̂ , R̂, T̂ )) ≥ (arctan(161) −
arctan(160)), independently of how other points P̂ \ R̂
are projected.
^
R
β

α

z
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R
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Figure 7: Illustration of the terms in the proof of
Lemma 6.3. The upper panel illustrates the case
min(d(R, P ), d(R, T )) ≥ 2D(T, P ) and the lower panel
min(d(R, P ), d(R, T )) < 2D(T, P ).
The intuition of the proof is as follows: If R̂ is close
to the line through P̂ and T̂ , then there is a constant
probability for P R(P̂ , R̂, Q̂) because of event XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ .
The same reasoning applies if R̂ is far from the line
through P̂ and T̂ , i.e. the triangles P̂ , R̂, Q̂ and P̂ , R̂, T̂
are constrained due to event XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ such that points are
projected not only between P̂ and T̂ but also between
P̂ and Q̂. Figure 3 illustrates this.

Proof. Assume min(d(R, P ), d(R, T )) ≥ 2D(T, P ). The
probability p(P R(P̂ , R̂, T̂ )) is given by β/π (see upper panel in Figure 7) and in the same manner
p(P R(P̂ , R̂, Q̂)) = α/π. To bound the ratio α/β we
first bound the ratio z ′ /z. Using the triangle inequality, we have D(R̂, Q̂) ≤ D(Q̂, P̂ ) + D(P̂ , R̂). Since
D(T, P ) ≤ D(P, Q) and the distortion vector of a
single point is of length at most D(T, P )/8 we get
D(Q̂, P̂ ) ≤ (1 + 1/4)D(T, P ). With the same reasoning
D(P̂ , R̂) ≥ D(P, R) − 1/4D(T, P ) ≥ (2 − 1/4)D(T, P ).
Thus D(R̂, Q̂) ≤ 2 · D(R̂, P̂ ). By assumption XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂
occured, therefore we have z ′′ := |(P̂ − Q̂) · (T̂ −
P̂ )| ≥ D(T, P )/32 (see Figure 7), i.e. we use z ′′ :=
D(T, P )/32. We have r′ /r′′ = z/D(Q̂, P̂ ). Due
to min(d(R, P ), d(R, T )) ≥ 2D(T, P ) and D(P, Q) ≤
D(P, T ) we have D(P̂ , Q̂) ≤ D(P̂ , R̂). Therefore
z ′′ ≤ 2r′′ . Furthermore, z ′ ≥ r′ . Thus z ′ /z ′′ ≥
r′ /(2r′′ ). Therefore, 2z ′ /z ′′ ≥ r′ /r′′ = z/D(Q̂, P̂ ). Using D(Q̂, P̂ ) ≤ (1 + 1/4)D(T, P ) and z ′′ ≥ D(T, P )/32,
we get 2z ′ /(D(T, P )/32) ≥ z/(1+1/4)D(T, P ) and z ′ ≥
z
and since D(P̂ , Q̂) ≤
1/90z. Also: tan(β) ≥ D(R̂,
P̂ )

arctan((1 + 1/160)(5D(T, P ))/(D(T, P )/32))
=
arctan(161). Thus λ − θ = arctan(161) − arctan(160).
Therefore,
p(P R(P̂ , R̂, T̂ ))/p(P R(P̂ , R̂, Q̂))
≥
arctan(161) − arctan(160).
Let SP (A, B) be the event that for a single projection L of a set S with A, B ∈ S the two points are
split into different sets, eg. A ∈ S0 and B ∈ S1 with
S0 ∪ S1 = S.

(P,Q))
Lemma 6.4. p(SP
p(SP (P,T )) ≥ (arctan(161) − arctan(160))
given XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ .

The proof relies on Lemma 6.3 to compute the number
of expected points projected between P, Q and P, T ,
respectively.

Proof. Let Y (P, Q) denote the random variable stating
the number of projected points from the set S between
P, Q on a randomly chosen line L. If there are no
points projected between P, Q and P · L < Q · L and
P is a splitting point (or vice versa) then the P and
Q end up in different sets. If any other point from S
is chosen they stay in the same set. Mathematically
z
z′
D(P̂ , R̂) we get tan(α) ≥ 2·D(R̂,P̂ ) = 180D(R̂,P̂ ) . Thus,
speaking, we have p(SP (P, Q)|Y (P, Q) = 0) = 1/|S|.
z
setting for readability y := D(R̂,
, we get α ≥ More generally, if there are x points between P, Q we
Q̂)
z
. Therefore α/β = arctan(y/180)/ arctan(y). get p(SP (P, Q)|Y (P, Q) = x) = (x + 1)/|S|.
180D(R̂,Q̂)
We have limy→∞ arctan(y/180)/ arctan(y) = 1 and
|S|−2
X
p(SP (P, Q)) =
p(Y (P, Q) = i) · p(SP (P, Q)|Y (P, Q) = i)
limy→0 arctan(y/180)/ arctan(y) = 1/180. The lati=0
ter follows from a series expansion at y = 0. For
|S|−2
X
y ∈ [0, 1] because of the strictly monotonic increase of
=
p(Y (P, Q) = i) · (i + 1)/|S|
arctan(y), we also get a strictly monotonic increase of
i=0
arctan(y/180)/ arctan(y). Therefore α/β ≥ 1/180.
|S|−2
X
Assume min(d(R, P ), d(R, T ))
<
2D(T, P )
= 1/|S| · (1 +
p(Y (P, Q) = i) · i)
i=0
(see lower panel in Figure 7).
This implies
max(d(R, P ), d(R, T )) < 3D(T, P ).
We use the By definition the number of expected points
trivial bound p(P R(P̂ , R̂, T̂ )) ≤ 1, i.e. to minimize E[Y (P, Q)] = P|S|−2 p(Y (P, Q) = i) · i proi=0
the ratio p(P R(P̂ , R̂, Q̂))/p(P R(P̂ , R̂, T̂ )) we use jected between P,
T is also E[Y (P, Q)]
=
P
p(P R(P̂ , R̂, T̂ )) = 1. To bound p(P R(P̂ , R̂, Q̂)), we
p(P
R(P,
R,
T
)).
Since
a
splitR∈S\{P,T }
assume that P̂ , R, Q̂ are on the same line and that ting
point is chosen randomly among the
D(Q̂, R̂) is maximal: D(Q̂, R̂) ≤ D(Q̂, P̂ ) + D(P̂ , R̂) ≤ S points (See Algorithm Partition) we get
(1 + 1/4)D(T, P ) + (3 + 1/4)D(T, P ) ≤ 5D(T, P ). p(SP (P, T )) = 1/|S|·(1 + P
R∈S\{P,T } p(P R(P, R, T ))).
Next, we bound the distance R̂ to the line P̂ through
p(P R(P̂ , R̂, Q̂))/p(P R(P̂ , R̂, T̂ ))
≥
T̂ , i.e. D(R̂, R′ ). We have |(R − R̂) · (R̂′ − R̂)| ≥ Additionally,
(arctan(161)
−
arctan(160))
using
Theorem
6.3.
′
cos(σ)|(R − R̂)||(R̂ − R̂)|.
With probability 2/3
X
σ ∈ [0, π/2] is inbetween [0, π/3].
Therefore,
p(SP (P, Q)) = 1/|S| · (1 +
p(P R(P, R, Q))) ≥
R∈S\{P,Q}
| cos(σ)| ≥ 1/2. Since |(R − R̂)| ≥ D(T, P )/16
X
we get |(R − R̂) · (R̂′ − R̂)| ≥ D(T, P )/32.
1/|S| · (1 + (arctan(161) − arctan(160))
p(P R(P, R, T )))
To minimize λ − θ, we can minimize θ
R∈S\{P,T }
(Figure 7).
For the triangle A, B, R̂, we get
X
that d(A, R̂) ≥ d(R′ , R̂) ≥ D(T, P )/32 and
≥ (arctan(161) − arctan(160))/|S| · (1 +
p(P R(P, R, T )))
d(A, B) ≤ 5D(T, P ) θ ≥ arctan(d(A, R̂)/d(A, B)) ≥
R∈S\{P,T }
(arctan(5D(T, P )/(D(T, P )/32))
=
arctan(160).
= (arctan(161) − arctan(160)) · p(SP (P, T ))
As z ′′ := |(P̂ − Q̂) · (T̂ − P̂ )| ≥ D(T, P )/32 we
(P,Q))
get λ ≥ arctan((5D(T, P ) + z ′′ )/(D(T, P )/32)) =
Therefore, p(SP
p(SP (P,T )) ≥ (arctan(161)−arctan(160))

Theorem 6.4. The parameter-free RP-SLC algorithm
has time complexity O(dN log N · (|B(P, cB )| + log N ))
for cB := c1 log2 (N/minP ts∗ ) and space complexity
O(dN + N log N · (|B(P, cB )| + log N )) whp.

7 Average Linkage Clustering
For ALC, the two clusters C0 , C1 ∈ C are merged
with minimum average (squared) distance of all pairs
of
clusters, i.e. DALC (C0 , C1 ) :=
P points from distinct
2
D(P,
Q)
/(|C
0 ||C1 |). However, it is known
P ∈C0 ,Q∈C1
[11] (or Chapter 8 of [16]) that it is not necessary to
The proof uses Lemma 6.4 to show that if an edge explicitly compute the distances among all pairs, but
{P, T } is not considered then any other edge {P, Q} it suffices to maintain the cluster centers and their
cannot be feasible and therefore minP ts is increased. variances.P For a cluster C0 the center is given by
µ(C0 ) := P ∈C0 P/|C0 | and the variance by σ 2 (C0 ) :=
Furthermore, using Theorem 6.2 we obtain the bound P
2
for cB .
P ∈C0 D(P, µ(C0 )) /|C0 |. The ALC-distance between
two clusters C0 , C1 becomes
Proof. The space complexity can be upper bounded by
the number of distances that are computed and the
space to store all N points. Using Lemma 6.2, we have
that XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ is 2/3. Using Theorem 3.1, XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ occurs
for at least a fraction of c0 log n · 2/3 whp. Assume
XP̂ ,Q̂,T̂ occurred. Consider a sequence of projections
Li with |Li | ≥ c5 for a constant c5 . Let us compute
the probability that an edge e = {P, T } ∈ SLC is not
considered, i.e., there is no set S ∈ S containing both
points P, T resulting from Li . Using Lemma 6.4 we
(P,Q))
have for a single projection L ∈ Li : p(SP
p(SP (P,T )) ≥ c6 for
a constant c6 .
Thus for all |Li | projections we get as a bound
i
for p(SP (Q̂, P̂ )): (1 − p(SP (P, Q)))|L | ≥ (1 −
i
i
c6 p(SP (P, T )))|L | ≥ (1 − c6 )|L | ≥ (1 − c6 )c5 = 1/c7 .
Using Theorem 3.1 there are at least c0 log N ·2/(3c9 ) =
c0 log N/c10 sequences for (suitable) constants c0 , c9 , c10
whp such that SP (Q, T ) occurs. By setting cf =
1 − c0 /c10 in the algorithm the edge Q, P is neither feasible nor taken whp. Thus, minP ts will be increased.
Using Theorem 6.2 for |B(P, cB )| ≤ minP ts∗ /cB ,
there exists at least c0 log N ·c2 (c1 ) projection sequences
Li s.t. e ∈ S ∈ S for each edge e ∈ SLC whp. As each
edge e ∈ SLC is feasible if there exist c0 log N cf such
projection sequences, i.e., n(e) ≥ cf , all edges e ∈ SLC
will be feasible when cf ≤ c2 (c1 ).
Let e′ be the shortest edge adjacent to P that is
not in the SLC, i.e. P ∈ e′ and e′ ∈
/ SLC. The length
of edge e′ is bounded by twice the size of the longest
edge in the SLC. Using Theorem 6.2 there exist at least
c0 log N c4 (c1 ) projection sequences such that edge e′ is
either feasible or taken whp.
Owing to Theorem 6.1 for a fixed number of minP ts
the algorithm takes time O(dN log N (minP ts+log N )).
Owing to Theorem 6.3 once |B(P, cB )| ≤ minP ts∗ /cB
the algorithm terminates computing a correct SLC
Plog(minP ts∗ /cB )
whp. The total runtime is whp i=1
O(N ·
2i log N (d + log N )) = O(dN log N · (minP ts∗ /cB +
log N )) = O(dN log N · (|B(P, cB )| + log N )).

(7.1)
DALC (C0 , C1 ) :=

X
P ∈C0 ,Q∈C1

D(P, Q)2
|C0 ||C1 |

= D(µ(C0 ), µ(C1 ))2 + σ 2 (C0 ) + σ 2 (C1 )
We can compute the new cluster center and variance
incrementally after a merger:
(7.2)
µ(C0 ∪ C1 ) = (|C0 |µ(C0 ) + |C1 |µ(C1 ))/(|C0 | + |C1 |)
σ2 (C0 ∪ C1 ) =

|C0 ||C1 |
|C0 |σ2 (C0 ) + |C1 |σ2 (C1 ) +
(µ(C0 ) − µ(C1 ))2
|C0 |+|C1 |
|C0 | + |C1 |

7.1 Parameter-free RP-ALC algorithm The
parameter-free RP-ALC algorithm is an extension of
the parameter-free RP-SLC algorithm. However, we
must use the ALC-distance, and handle insertions and
removals of points(clusters) due to mergers. We use
adapted definitions for feasible and taken edges of those
in Section 6.2. There are two main differences for ALC:
First, the sets S ∈ S get sparser with every merger,
i.e., for every merger two clusters C0 , C1 are replaced
by a new single center C ′ . Every set S ∈ S with either
C0 ∈ S or C1 ∈ S is replaced by S ′ := S \ {C0 , C1 } ∪ C ′ .
Second, it might be the case that the clusters
Ci , Cj to be merged do not have the cluster centers
µ(Ci ), µ(Cj ) with shortest distance D(µ(Ci ), µ(Cj )) as
also the variance must be accounted for (see Figure 8).
To deal with these two problems, we state conditions on the minimum frequency of edges within sets S
analogous to Condition 6.2 but taking into account the
cluster variances. An inter-cluster edge e = {C0 , C1 }
that is frequent is not necessary feasible because of the
variances, but it is potentially feasible. More formally,
an edge {F, P } is potentially feasible if {F, P } ∈ S for a
fraction cf of all sets S. To ensure that cluster C1 has
minimum ALC-distance to C0 , it suffices to compare
the ALC-distance between C0 and C1 with the ALCdistances between C0 and all clusters Ci for which it

σ(C0)
μ(C2) σ(C2)

μ(C1)

μ(C0)
μ(C1)·L

μ(C2)·L

L

μ(C2)·L - σ(C2) μ(C2)·L + σ(C2)

μ(C0)·L

μ(C1)·L + σ(C1)

μ(C1)·L - σ(C1)

Figure 8: The figure illustrates that two clusters C0 , C1
might have a larger ALC-distance (see definition 7.1)
than two clusters C0 and C2 although the center µ(C1 )
is closer to µ(C0 ) than to µ(C2 ).
2

holds D(C0 , Ci ) = (µ(Ci ) − µ(C0 )) ≤ D(C0 , Ci ) +
σ(C0 )2 ≤ (µ(C1 ) − µ(C0 ))2 + σ(C0 )2 + σ(C1 )2 =
DALC (C0 , C1 ). One way to achieve that all these comparisons are made by the algorithm, i.e., that there is a
set containing all these clusters Ci , C1 , C0 , is by requiring that there be a potentially feasible edge {C0 , C ′ }
with (µ(C ′ ) − µ(C0 ))2 ≥ (µ(C1 ) − µ(C0 ))2 + σ(C1 )2 . In
this case, all shorter edges {C0 , Ci } measured using the
ALC-distance must also be in any of the sets.
An edge e = {F, P } ∈ S is feasible if it is potentially
feasible and there is also a potentially feasible edge
e′ = {F̂ , P̂ } ∈ S such that (µ(F ) − µ(P ))2 + σ(P )2 +
σ(F )2 ≤ (µ(F̂ ) − µ(P̂ ))2 . An edge {T, P } is taken if
{T, P } ∈ S for a fraction cf of all sets S. We compute
for each cluster P , i.e., represented by its center P , the
potentially feasible edges to cluster (centers) F ∈ F (P )
and the taken edges to cluster (centers) T ∈ T (P ).
We double minP ts until there is either a feasible or
a taken edge for each point P ∈ P. We deal with
the sparsification by maintaining the following condition
(analogous to Condition 6.2 in Section 6.2):

resulting HC, we evaluate how isomorphic the new
dendrograms on the projected data are compared with
those from the original data. We assess the similarity
between two dendrograms using the confusion matrix
of the clusters formed when ‘cutting’ the dendrogram
at different cluster resolutions [7]. Then, we take
the average of cluster affinities at all levels of the
dendrogram.
Table 2 reports the preservation of hierarchical clustering based on the above measure. Cluster preservation
is consistently greater than 99% across all datasets.
Table 2: The HCs (i.e. dendrograms) computed by
the RP-SLC/ALC algorithms and traditional HC algorithms are almost identical.
Dataset

SLC Preservation

ALC Preserv.

Iris
Aggregation
Glass
KDDCUP04Bio
Covertype
Pathbased
Synt.Control-TimeSeries
A1
Dim512

100%
100%
100%
100%
99.98%
100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
99.99%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

8000

2000
SingleLinkage
Clustering

Time (sec)

σ(C1)

AverageLinkage
Clustering

22x

1000

4000
10x

RPSLC
0

10K

20K
30K
40K
Number of Objects

RPALC
50K

0

1K

2K
3K
Number of Objects

4K

Figure 9: Comparison of the RP-ALC/RP-SLC algorithm (dashed lines) and ALC/SLC algorithms (solid
(|T (P )| > 0 ∧ max DALC (P, T ) ≥ min DALC (Q, R))
Q∈P
T ∈T (P )
lines).
R∈F (Q)

|F | > 0∧∀P ∈ P check : |F (P )| > 0∨

We can use algorithm RP-SLC with the modified
definitions for feasible and taken edges to compute an
ALC. Furthermore, after every merger the distances of
the merged cluster to all other clusters co-occurring
in a set S must be considered. The analysis of the
parameter-free RP-ALC algorithm is analogous to that
of the parameter-free RP-SLC algorithm.

Runtime improvement: We conduct a separate experiment to assess the improvement in runtime using
synthetic datasets. Data clusters were created according
to a Gaussian distribution in a 500-dimensional space.
For SLC, our RP-SLC algorithm is more than 20x faster
than traditional SLC algorithms, as shown in Figure 9.
Our technique also scales significantly better in terms
of space. For the standard ALC (and the RP-ALC) al8 Experimental Evaluation
gorithm, we maintained centroids and variances rather
For all experiments, we set minP ts = 14 and computed than the entire sets of cluster points (see Equation 7.2).
|L| = 20 log N sequences of random projections for all Thus, the difference in runtime stems from the fact
benchmark datasets. We use both real and synthetic that RP-ALC computes and maintains fewer distances.
data sets from [3, 1].
The asymptotic gain of roughly a factor of N in timeHC preservation: To evaluate the quality of the complexity by using our algorithms is apparent for both

SLC and ALC.
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